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Kazakh literature is multifaceted and complex than it is not similar to other languages. Hence 

Kazakh history has passed a lot of events full of precipices and turns. Unfortunately, in the history of the 
Kazakhs there were many difficulties and subordinate moments. All this left a huge mark in the literature. 
Evidence of this is the records in Orkhon-Yenisei where they write harshly about the «tabgach» tribe. This 
is not only historical information, but also literary works. Therefore, it can be assumed that the captive 
Kazakh literature takes its beginnings from known times. Any work that has ever praised the Chinese 
emperors or conquerors is included in this group. In short, subordinate literature is what is done against 
values and principles, the main mentality of its people while killing a sense of dignity and love for the 
people, in order to cultivate the art, science and skill of the dominant people. Subordinate literature is 
divided into two groups. 

Basically subordinate and opposing. The opposing party describes and praises its heroes, longs 
for the past, and the subordinate side basically writes only about the culture and heroes of the dominant 
country, where to cry out their people or in the worst light of the heroes of the people. Since, before that, 
Kazakh literature was written under Russian and Western scholars this question was not raised. The 
Kazakh people were 300 years in the subordination of the Russian Empire and in literature a term was 
formed as a «connected red language» (literal translation). Subordinate literature is mistakenly regarded 
as a problem of only one people. This was mainly used in Europe. To understand the whole essence of 
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Russian and Western ideology that for many centuries oppressed the Kazakh people it is worth writing 
from the very beginning. In Europe, the biggest blow was inflicted on Polish literature. «Rech pospolita» 
which at one time was a weighty and large organization was struck by democracy. Rech pospolita ruled 
the man elected general monarch with a double title of the King of Poland and the Grand Duke of 
Lithuania, the general diet. The Saeima decided the fate of the revival, but only one veto of the decision 
decided the fate of all, and destroyed one state. From 1652 to 1764, out of 55 saeimas, 48 were for 
nothing. The great assembly lost its influence. Other peoples could carry out all their ideas and plans by 
paying one szlachtich. Influential people began to change, while all the high posts began to occupy foreign 
spies. In 1574, Henry Valois Kraków escaped at night, which surprised his voters. As Western historians 
say to Poland, there were no attacks from the Turks. In fact, all the stories that the Turks suppressed the 
Europeans only a bait or a myth, so that people do not go deep into the main essence. Russia, which 
could not forget about the Fake Dimitry that led the Commonwealth, responded to them by destroying the 
free son of Ukraine Mazeppa, therefore, divided Ukraine with the power of the corrupt and corrupt Bohdan 
Khmelnitsky. Belarus was sheltered to itself. Again against Poland was also raised a new force - the 
Swedes. In 1661, agreeing to the «Olive» treaty, the Poles lost one third of their people. In 1668, the 
Polish side on their knees signed to the «eternal peace» with Russia while giving them many plots of their 
lands. But at the same time, for the Polish people this was only to the detriment of this proof: II Alexander 
sent Napoleon, the first and second world war, where millions of Poles died. «Europeans» conquered 
Poland sword pierced into the body, and the soul with a force in literature. 

In 1594, «Eneid», in 1614, «Georgini» Virgil, in 1618, «Liberated Jerusalem», in 1638, 
«Metamorphosis» of Ovia were translated into Polish. In Kazakh literature, such high-ranking personalities 
Sh. Ualikhanov, S. Erubayev, O. Suleimenov wrote only in Latin, just like Sarbevsky once held a different 
direction. In 1627, books not fitting to the Catholic Church written in Polish were burned by conquerors. 
This fascist action is still there, this evidence of the action that occurred in America in 2010, where the 
sacred book «Kuran» was burned. Ian Herbert «Now the Jesuit will give advice, the Jesuit will punish, 
rule with power, while not catching the eye using cunning and the mind, do not climb into stupid things». 
(Ludwich Kondratovich, History of Polish Literature, Vol. II, Moscow 1862. 363–364 Better). Fortunately, 
there were more poets trying to write works in Polish. One of the largest was Ya. Kokhanovsky (1530–
1584). M.Semp-Shazhalsky (1550–1581), C. Clenovich (1545-1602) started to appear in this direction. 
Poets like Shimonovich praised the majesty of the Polish language. In Polish, too, there were many 
masterpieces. The above-mentioned people fought with all their heart against the subject literature, and 
kept Polish literature afloat in every possible way. 

The struggle between the two languages is the hardest struggle, because the future of the people 
depends on this, the language will change, the concept and perception of the people, habits and values 
will change. This can be called not only the struggle of poets, but also the struggle of minds. 

In the struggle against subordinate Polish literature, one should not forget to mention Adam 
Mickiewicz (1798–1855). He was deported in 1824–1829 to Russia for being a member of the secret 
community of students. For severe Russia, the reference to Siberia or to Russia was the main punishment. 
But thanks to such people as Mickiewicz in history were written about Kunanbay, and an amazing people 
of «Kazakhs». 

In 1826 the «Sonnet of the Crimea» is a work full of sadness and longing for the distant Motherland. 
In 1828, the poem «Conrad Wallenrod» written was full of a dream of freedom and of political 

movements. In 1929 he went from Russia to the meeting of the Poles which took place in 1930-1931 
when he saw how his native people lost, he changed his place of residence to France. A.Mitskevich began 
a new stage in literature writing the poem «Redoubt Ordan» against Nicholas I. For the rest of his life he 
devoted his opposition to the Russian economy through poetry. 

The situation of the people was described best by Y. Slovetsky (1809–1849). The work such as 
«The Chimera Cheda», «Journey to the East» described the plight of the common people who suffered 
at that time. Among them, to this day, the actual work of «Mazeppa» causes only disgust for the Russian 
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people, which destroyed the hero. Polish writers did not leave without attention those who could not stand 
the Russians and left the Native land. Unfortunately, during the Soviet Union, no one even mentioned the 
two million Kazakhs who left their homeland. This was the starry time of G. Senkevich (1846–1916). Any 
of his works brought a furor and excitement, without attention there was nothing left. 

In the subordinate time of the Kazakh people it was harder than in other countries, and the bright 
writers who described the abomination of the Russian people and the whole system became I.Esenberlin. 

Bulgarian and Hungarian literature was trampled by Western Europe from all sides. The Turks 
settled among the Bulgarians, Hungarians and Serbs at the request of the Patriarch of Constantinople. 
The Bulgarians came all very late. Perhaps, therefore, Bulgarian literature as a Turkic literature is complex 
and mysterious. Paisiy Hilendarsky (1722–1798), who helped the Bulgarians to gather and come to their 
senses. Bulgarians were not Slavs. In 1762, in the «Bulgarian-Slavic history» Payys describes in detail 
how far the Bulgars are far from the family tree from the Slavs. Another member of the subordinate 
literature in Europe is the Hungarians. «Gesta Hungarorum» (circa 1200) was written and all Western 
scientists called it «Anonymus», although in fact it belonged to the Turkic folklore. And in our days it was 
completely changed for him and for his own interests. This great work later on in Europe opened the way 
to «chivalrous literature». Shimon Kezai (about 1284 years old) wrote that Hungarians were actually Huns. 
But full of lies Western history destroyed all the facts and information in their favor. One of the greatest 
harms in the literature of the Hungarians was brought by the Austrians, the Habsburg dynasty. Mikolas 
Zrini, Gadriel Bathory, the Betlenas were persuaded to believe in the god «Tengr». Therefore, Russian 
translations of Shahdor Petofi say: «It is not always the God of the Hungarians – never to be slaves, 
never!» Unknown Krutsky poet called the people with the words: «Magyar! Do not believe the Austrians!». 

Hungarian literature was one of the first «humanistic» directions in the history of European 
literature. King Matthias Hunyad (1440–90) educated in Italy, who at the same time praised Catholic 
education supported Latin literature. 
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